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Attached are the meteorological staff's comments concerning the adequacy
of the applicant's response to the staff's Position Statement on the
subject plant. .The applicants response indicates that the design basis
for the extreme environmental snowload condition on the roofs of safety-

(related buildings is inadequate. These comments were prepared by
R. Kornasiewicz, Meteorology Section, SAB, TR.
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i STAFFS CO>MENTS 03 APPLICANI' S RESPONSE TO. . *

STAFF POSITION STATEMENT
WAS ..GTON PUBLIC POWER SUPPLY SYSTi

NL* CLEAR PO'JER PROJECT NO. 3 - UNITS 3c.5
DOCKET NUM3ERS 50-508/509

METEOROLOGY

Response To Position 322.11

The applicant's response to the staf f's position concerning the design
bases for snow and ice weights on the roofs of safety-related buildings
indicates that the proposed design for the extreme environ = ental snowload
condition on the roofs of safety-related buildings (50 psf) is inadequate.
Further, the applicant has evidently misconstrued water-equivalent (a measure
of the weight of a snow or ice load) to be liquid water, which will run off
a roof. The assertion that a water-equivalent will flow off a roof in
the sase canner as liquid water indicates either a misunderstanding of
hydro-cateorological process and teroinology or borders on being a present-
ation of misleading information.

Unless the applicant can show that the PMWP can only occur as rain and
not freeze upon contact with the plant, and that a snowpack cannot exist
in the site vicinity, the staf f's position is that the applicant has not
demonstrated the adequacy of the design basis for the extreme environmental
snowload condition on the roofs of safety-related buildings.
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